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Coping up with the year :

2020 and 2021 were challenging years for all of us. When the epidemic seemed to be
over at the beginning of 2021, the corona disease appeared again. Nearly half a year has
passed since then. Schools were closed once again when they were about to reopen. Even
so, TMNP continued its nurturing work online. Even though Nurturing of underprivileged
gifted is our primary goal, TMNP has also served society in times of crisis. TMNP
undertook several initiatives such as a Food Program, Grocery Program, Covid
Treatment Centre etc. 

In the second half of the year,  gifted identification activities and nurturing workshops
were started for gifted in physical mode after the reopening of schools. Many parents
could not afford to pay their children's tuition fees because of their financial constraints.
The donors generously assisted when TMNP appealed to support their educational
journey. It is a matter of great pride that TMNP planned to start the Gifted nurturing
Project in the Nira area of   Pune district and got a proposal to establish the TMNP
project centre in Gujarat state in this challenging year. 

TMNP's graph is on the rise even in a year full of challenges. The main reason for this is
that we have embraced the thoughts of two saints of Maharashtra, Sant Tukaram
Maharaj & Samarth Ramdas Swamy Maharaj. Both have delivered the message on how
to cope with situations of crisis. Because of this, today, we are completing 20 years and
entering into the 21st year of underprivileged gifted nurturing. The plant of TMNP
planted 20 years ago is now being transformed into a tree due to the unwavering support
of donors, well-wishers, and God's grace.



Service :

40 workers of Sasoon
hospital
12 groups of maid workers
20 Brahmin families
conducting religious cremation
of Covid infected bodies 
75 Navabauddha families  
Families of 5 employees
working at Chinchani Primary
Health Center
20 families of Paradh, Jalna

TMNP has strived to give to the community to which underprivileged gifted
belong. TMNP donors and well-wishers contributed to such service initiatives.
We provided food for more than 250 beggars and prostitute girls in this
initiative. We also distributed groceries to more than 200 families. These
included 40 co-workers at Sassoon Hospital, women from 12 different areas
doing maid work, 20 Brahmin families conducting religious cremation of Covid
victims, 75 Navabauddha families, 5 families of staff members at Chinchani
Primary Health Center and others. PMC and Ganesh Kala Krida Kendra jointly
started the Covid-19 treatment centre. TMNP provided financial support to
Kapila Nari Sanstha for setting up a treatment centre. Also, TMNP volunteers
worked as Covid Warriors. In this way, TMNP carried the message of public
service given to us by Acharya Madhwa & Samarth Ramdas Swamy Maharaj.



"Service to society is the only true Karma."- Acharya Madhwa



Scholarship : 

TMNP has taken up the task of nurturing
underprivileged gifted. TMNP always strives
to ensure that their educational journey should
not be stopped in any way while nurturing
them. Already deprived, Gifted children faced
financial troubles due to the Pandemic, and
many parents couldn't pay their children's
tuition fees. TMNP stood behind them and
provided scholarships of Rs. 3,06,435 / -
during last year.  This benefited a total of 16
beneficiaries. With the closure of schools in
the last two years, the emphasis was on online
education, and students needed mobile phones.
With this in mind, TMNP also distributed
mobile phones for education to needy
students. In all of these charitable donations,
we have received special assistance from
several individual donors and two
organisations, the Seva Sahyog and the Kher
Foundation. Considering the need for
scholarships, TMNP has created a
Scholarship Form which will be made available
to the talented candidates online, and the
scholarships will be awarded accordingly.
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Satellite Centres : 

As mentioned earlier, TMNP is a Gyanayagya. Knowledge makes a man selfless.
TMNP's projects and activities teach us about selflessness. TMNP has started two

new intelligence development centres in Maharashtra despite the conflicting situation
in the last two years. These include TMNP Parashar and TMNP Narasimha. TMNP
Parashar is the centre of Jalna district, while TMNP Narasimha is the centre of the
Sangli district. Besides, TMNP Mahindra operates in Maval taluka of Pune district.

Let's look at each of these centres over the past year.



TMNP PARASHAR - 

A one day workshop will be
organized.
The sports activities will be
conducted.
Starting a library.
Social activities such as tree
plantation, cleanliness drive etc.

In the coming year, TMNP Parashar will
implement the following activities : 

Gifted Identification Test was conducted in the following schools by TMNP
Parashar : 
1. Saraswati Vidya Mandir Shelud
2. Rajarshi Shahu College Paradh
3. Sharda Vidya Mandir Varud
4. Swami Vivekananda Vidyamandir Dehed

 
Nurturing workshops were organised in online as well as offline mode. Nurturing
materials and mobile phones were distributed to students for online education.
Parashar head also paid a home visit to the gifted. Various giftedness nurturing
material such as puzzles, information, and audio-visuals was distributed online
throughout the year. A total of 428 students participated in the IQ test
conducted by TMNP Parashar. Out of which 42 students were selected as
Gifted. Conservation workshops have been started for all those students, and so
far, six workshops have been conducted in different schools. The students loved
the workshop. They got to learn something new. The curiosity of the students
increased. They have started discussing their issues with us. They look forward
to the workshop and enthusiastically participate in workshops.



TMNP NARASIMHA - 

Gifted Identification Test was conducted in the following schools by TMNP
Narasimha : 
1. Sadguru Ashram School, Shere
2. Sadguru Ashram School, Shirala
3. Sadguru Ashram School, Islampur
4. Add. Balasaheb Sherekar Krishna Vidyalaya, Shere

Giftedness nurturing workshops were organised online as well as offline.
Giftedness nurturing materials and mobile phones were distributed to 9 needy
students for online education. A parent meeting was held. A total of 491
students participated in the IQ test conducted by TMNP Narasimha. Out of
which 76 students were selected as Gifted. Nurturing workshops for all those
students have been started, and so far, five workshops have been conducted in
different schools. Also, TMNP Buddha, an IQ test developed by TMNP, was
conducted for 104 students.

To conduct a gifted identification
test for  750 students.
Nurturing 50 students and
conducting various tests.
Visiting the home of gifted students

In the coming year, TMNP Narasimha
will implement the following activities : 



TMNP MAHINDRA - 
Gifted Identification Test was conducted in the following schools by TMNP
Mahindra : 
1. Saraswati Vidya Mandir, Talegaon Dabhade
2. Shivaji Vidya Mandir, Chakan
3. Pragati Vidya Mandir, Induri
4. Gramprabodhini, Salumbre
5. Sevadham Ashramshala, Malegaon

A total of 1631 students participated in the IQ test conducted by TMNP
Mahindra.  Out of which 143 students were selected as Gifted. Conservation
workshops have been started for all those students and so far six workshops
have been conducted in different schools.
Also, the TMNP Buddha test which is developed by TMNP was conducted and
143 students appeared for the same.
Nurturing workshops were organized online as well as offline. Nurturing materials
were distributed and 2 students were also given scholarships.

To conduct a gifted identification
test for 1000 students.
Nurturing 100 students and
conducting various tests.
Visiting the home of gifted students

In the coming year, TMNP Mahindra will
implement the following activities : 



TMNP SATELLITE CENTRES
TMNP VAAHINI - 

Earlier, TMNP had proved its worth in the states of Karnataka and Assam.
There has been a positive discussion about the possibility of setting up TMNP
project centres in Gujarat. TMNP Mahindra, Narasimha and Parashar are the
centres operating in different parts of Maharashtra. TMNP Tanda is a centre
established in Harli, Osmanabad, and the recently TMNP Shriram will start at
Udupi in Karnataka.  At the same time, TMNAP intends to start project centres
in Nashik, Nira, Bhima etc., in the coming year, Gifted identification tests have
been conducted in schools in Nashik and Nira areas. 

There is an image-reflection relationship between TMNP and TMNP Vaahini.
TMNP Vaahini follows the work system as same as TMNP and continues to
nurture giftedness. Through TMNP Vaahini we are trying to build an army of
identified, nurtured gifted students in every region all over the country.  

Mahindra
Parashar

Narasimha
Bhima
Nira

Godavari
Tanda

Shriram
Urja

Indrayani



Assessments :

God looks at everyone in the same way; He looks at everyone as they are. It is
essential to examine it in such a way. TMNP looks at students in the same
light and examines them. TMNP has established a division for assessments
this year. TMNP has been developing the Panchakosh and Trishakti
assessment tests in the last few years.  A new test called "TMNP Buddha"
was implemented online in TMNP's projects. The standardisation of collected
samples is currently underway. It is planned to obtain more support material
from this test next year.

The Panchakosha test developed by TMNP will be validated in the coming
year, for which samples of 35 students from classes 8th, 9th and 10th have
been made available.  Besides, 12 students selected as talented were tested
for Trishakti, and it will be validated in the coming year.



Donors :
The TMNP project is incomplete without the support of the people. More than
that, it is a project made possible by the participation of good people. Last year,
with the financial support of more than 150 donors, many of TMNP's initiatives
were successful. Donors also assisted various initiatives apart from gifted
nurturing.
 Donors came forward to help with various initiatives like food program, grocery
program, flood relief in Chiplun, distribution of mobile phones etc.

Notable donors
Mr. Anup Mokashi
Mrs. Sonali Pandit

Dr. Desurkar
Dr. Wakankar

Mr. Santoshji Satam
Mr. Atul Kulkarni

Mr. Mandar Parsnis
Pay you nearby

Kher Foundation
Vacnhit Vikas Sanstha

Seva Sahyoga
Mr. Pravinji merchant

Mr. Vinayak Dhanapune



Communication :

The gifted are connected with the TMNP, but there is a need for dialogue between
the two to maintain the bond. In the last two years, TMNP has been active in
online media, through which it interacts with the gifted. A network of
underprivileged gifted was created on WhatsApp. Different groups like TMNP
alumni, special project students, etc., have been formed. TMNP has also become
active on social media like Facebook-Instagram-Twitter etc. 

A total of 36 groups of talented people are currently working with TMNP. With
this, 950 gifted people have been connected to TMNP. 

WhatsApp groups distribute all the essentials needed to nurture the gifted daily,
providing a variety of puzzles, new information about the country,  its culture,
audio, information about TMNP activities, and some experience articles.
TMNP 360 or Kaal is an initiative to deliver nurturing material to the gifted
daily. A special app will be created to facilitate communication between donors
and the gifted.



Sarvanga :

This plant, planted twenty years ago, is being transformed into a tree. This
beautiful tree of TMNP is flourishing in many ways. This journey started with
Sita, an imaginary and representative underprivileged gifted girl, and is entering
its 21st year. 

Sanyuja-Bharati-Bharya is like her three forms. TMNP's Sita is enriched by
empowering selected talented girls by conducting valued based activities at the
village level, providing resources and guidance for girls' educational journey and
empowering gifted women in rural areas through self-help groups.



TMNP "Dhara" Portal : 

TMNP Dhara Portal : 

One of the schemes that TMNP is coming up soon for Gifted students is TMNP
Dhara Portal. More and more Gifted will be connected to the TMNP through this
portal. The portal aims to nurture gifted through an earn and learn scheme.
Therefore, the gifted can earn financially from their nurturing as an alternative to
the scholarship. 

The gifted will have to register on the portal, and a wallet will be created in his
name. Upon successful completion of various activities made available on the
portal, a certain amount of money will be deposited in the student's wallet,
enabling him to overcome the financial difficulties in his academic journey. A
complete database of gifted such as their certificates, marks etc., will be made
available through this portal.



TMNP Sudha :
Thoughts on mind, intellect, ethics, human values, and principles have been
presented in the ancient Indian scriptures in the form of stories. These stories
have a remarkable impact on Indian society. The need of the hour is to use this
knowledge effectively to achieve both the preservation of eternal things and to
answer the present-day questions relating to student-family education. TMNP
plans to start a research department called "TMNP Sudha" for the same
purpose.

The impact of the new media on the Trishaktis of underprivileged gifted girls

Study of criteria required for promotion of effective gifted education
through national and international advertising leaflets.

A study of the effectiveness of Panchakosha assessment overnight
workshops.

Following research peppers are in the final stage :

The impact of the new
media on the Trishaktis
of underprivileged gifted
girls

Study of criteria
required for promotion
of effective gifted
education through
national and
international
advertising leaflets.

A study of the
effectiveness of
Panchakosha
assessment overnight
workshops.

Unravelling intricacies
of Panchakosha
theory in philosophical,
religious context  

Research
based on
concept of
Sanyuja

Ashtanga
Samupadeshan - 
indigenous,
holistic model of
counselling

Gatiman
Gatisheel 
Syllabus
acceleration

Jnanayadnya
attaining

educational
heaven

Concepts of
Mind, intellect
according Indian
scriptures

Aatmabodh



TMNP Sanyuja :

While these projects for talent development were underway, TMNP undertook
some projects to empower underprivileged girls. The Sanyuja project aimed to
make underprivileged gifted girls self-sufficient by using their gifted qualities.
These girls can start Value-based sessions, i.e. Sanskar classes. The project was
implemented on an experimental basis for the children of leprosy parents in
Talegaon and will soon materialise as per the three-year plan. Along with
Talegaon, Sanyuja was started by TMNP Parashar Project at Paradh in Jalna.



TMNP Bharya :
Because of the need to provide sustainable sources of income to women in rural
areas in the face of the financial crisis during the Covid-19 epidemic, TMNP had
set up a self-help group of 20 women to provide sustainable sources of income
to women in rural areas for economic stability. The traditional occupation of
these women was making milk products like ghee and curd. Ghee is made from the
milk of native and Cows of the Gir breed. The women in the self-help group buy
milk from nearby villages and make ghee.

Many underprivileged gifted girls may not pursue further academic pursuits due to
societal or family expectations. They may end up in a traditional patriarchal
family structure that entails the responsibilities of the family. But during that
time, they can use the nurtured giftedness qualities such as leadership skills,
communication skills, and organisation skills to establish Self Help Groups
(SHGs). Through such SHGs, they can lead other community members towards
economic and societal welfare. But finances are a strong backbone of such a
venture. If we can provide this guidance to that girl and that group, this
association of the gifted, leading a program that gives back to society, will
succeed. One way of doing that is facilitating businesses to them. The best way
to do this is not to explain this to them in theory but to demonstrate how to do it
at the ground level.



TMNP plans to carry out a syllabus acceleration project. It is hoped that this
initiative will be of great use to gifted students, especially in mathematics and
science subjects. The main objective of this initiative is to present a lesson, a
case or a concept in such a way that the gifted can understand and remember it.
Work is underway on the 8th-9th-10th syllabus of Mathematics, and we intend
to make it available to the students in the coming year.

TMNP Saptaswara is an initiative to enable underprivileged gifted students to
learn English in easy and simple way. There will be total 7 steps in this activity in
which basic English grammar, coversation etc. will be taught. Work is currently
underway to determine the curriculum for this initiative and it is our intention to
make this initiative available to students in the coming year.

Saptaswara : 

Gatiman Gatisheel :



The project's responsibility is not only to nurture gifted children but also to
nourish them. Counselling is a crucial factor in nourishing underprivileged gifted.
There are several aspects involved in gifted counselling. TMNP Ashtavasu, a
gifted counselling program, was created this year to develop the whole counselling
process. Mrs Veena Shepal is the head of TMNP Ashtavasu.

Identifying underprivileged gifted is an integral part of the TMNP. It involves
visiting schools in different parts of the country and discussing with the school
principals whether the IQ test can be conducted there to identify underprivileged
gifted. Since this year, TMNP has set up a Shodh department for identification.
Mr Pandurang Desai is the head of the department and visits schools in various
rural areas of Maharashtra.

The gifted Assessment is also a vital component of the project. It has already
been mentioned that TMNP is producing various assessments and tests. A
separate department called TMNP Parikshit has been started this year to
facilitate the assessment process.  Ms Pallavi Abnave is the head of the
examination department.

TMNP Identification - Shodh :

TMNP Assessment - Parikshit :

TMNP Counselling - Ashtavasu : 

Identification

Assessment Counselling



The TMNP Shrikara department will do
the appeal-acceptance-planning of
funds to continue uninterruptedly
identifying, nurturing, and nourishing
underprivileged gifted. Akshay Kulkarni
is the department head of TMNP
Shrikar.

The Mentor-Mentee program was
implemented by TMNP earlier. This year,
TMNP wrote a conceptual paper to define
the concept of mentorship as presented by
Indian ancient scriptures. TMNP intends
to launch an initiative based on the Indian
ancient concept of mentorship. 

Some techniques have been developed to
make the gifted students aware of their
giftedness in their studies. The study
skills program has been started to make
gifted understand a subject and its
concepts. 

TMNP Study skills - Abhyasa : 

TMNP  Mentorship - Narayan Varma :

TMNP Fundraising - Shrikara :



TMNP also takes steps to nurture underprivileged gifted students. TMNP
has allowed the gifted students who have been nurtured in TMNP's project
to work with TMNP. TMNP now intends to launch an internship program
called TMNP Anubhava so that gifted can also get work experience.

TMNP provides scholarships to underprivileged gifted students. Still, to ensure
that the journey of higher education for underprivileged gifted is not hampered due
to financial constraints, TMNP decided to create biodata of talented students
through this initiative. It will cover all the factors from the marks on the IQ test to
the subject in which gifted want to pursue higher education. It will be possible to
know the gifted student's identity and further educational journey from this. It will
be possible for the donor to examine the gifted student and provide financial
support.

TMNP Internship - Anubhava :

TMNP Biodata - Swaparichay :

Internship Biodata



TMNP has implemented Teacher Training
Program many times. This year, the concept of
TMNP Vyasa came up with a broad view on
that concept. Through this, training will be
imparted by TMNP to the teachers using
various subjects and components which are
helpful for the students. 

TMNP has developed and continues to develop
useful games for the gifted. In addition to those
games, TMNP has started providing sports
equipment to the students at the project
centres to play outdoor games through the
TMNP Krida initiative.

TMNP Teacher Training -
Vyasa :

TMNP Games - Krida :

Through TMNP Bharati, TMNP has undertaken a unique initiative to find
gifted students in rural areas and enhance their leadership qualities. The
initiative is being planned to fulfil the educational goals and enhance their
leadership qualities and enable them to lead their respective fields.

TMNP Leadership - Bharati :



Four nurturing books respectively, Rigveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda and
Atharvaveda, were published by TMNP. These books were acclaimed
internationally. TMNP's intention to make such nurturing books available
to the gifted will be fulfilled by the publishing department TMNP Agama. 4
book sets of moral stories based on Ramayana, Mahabharata and
Upanishads and four puzzle books will be published in the coming year.

TMNP Development - Vruddhi :
As TMNP is an ongoing sacrifice (Yajna) for
gifted students, TMNP and its activities are an
ongoing process in which new concepts emerge.
TMNP started the Vruddhi department to develop
many innovative ideas, initiatives, and literature
based on Indian Sanatana Thought and thereby
cultivating that thought into gifted students. The
concepts of Jyeshthatva-Sheshthatva values,
Dev-Devata Gifted Characteristics etc., will come
to fruition.

TMNP Publication - Agama : 







Thank you! 
-Dr. Narayan R. Desai

 Tribal Mensa Nurturing program 
Vinayak sadan, Jnanaprabodhini,

510, Sadashiv peth, Pune- 411030 
Contact : 9822626835

Email id : narayan@tribalmensa.org

Website : www.tribalmensa.org


